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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate whether semantic relationships
between entities can be learnt from analyzing microblog posts published
on Twitter. We identify semantic links between persons, products, events
and other entities. We develop a relation discovery framework that allows
for the detection of typed relations that moreover may have temporal dy-
namics. Based on a large Twitter dataset, we evaluate different strategies
and show that co-occurrence based strategies allow for high precision and
perform particularly well for relations between persons and events achiev-
ing precisions of more than 80%. We further analyze the performance in
learning relationships that are valid only for a certain time period and
reveal that for those types of relationships Twitter is a suitable source as
it allows for discovering trending topics with higher accuracy and with
lower delay in time than traditional news media.
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1 Introduction

Twitter has become an increasingly popular social network tool, not only for so-
cializing with friends [6], but also for gathering information about what is going
on in the world in whatever subject one might be interested in [8, 17, 7]. Peo-
ple typically post short status messages, interesting information they read from
daily news, updates on current hot topics, their views and opinions on a certain
subject matter, developments in their profession, materials about their interests,
et cetera [16, 12, 23]. It is a growing real-time information network with several
hundreds of millions of users and millions of tweets per day1. It is estimated that
highly active users regularly receive around one thousand tweets every day [4].
This information overload may cause users to get lost in the information network
and become de-motivated. Finding your way around Twitter is indeed not very
straightforward due to the lack of a user-friendly browsing option that would
allow for a more faceted browsing experience than the existing chronologically-
ordered clutter option [4, 19]. Accessing required or interested fresh content easily
is vital in today’s information age. Hence, there is a need for guidance from users’

1 http://techcrunch.com/2010/06/08/twitter-190-million-users/
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point of view that would assist them in finding the related information about a
subject they have just read, or where they can browse the information sources
by related people, countries, cities, events, selected categories and so on.

Today, browsing and exploring micro-blogging content along certain topics is
not easily supported by Twitter and other micro-blogging services. On the other
hand, news websites such as Google News2 provide faceted search interfaces
to facilitate exploration of news. Lately, services such as the European Media
Monitor3 start to exploit entities (e.g. persons, locations) for faceted search as
well as relations between entities to provide recommendations. For example, if
users click on a person they retrieve news related to this person and can see a list
of related people. Twitter does not provide such advanced browsing functionality
and the feasibility of identifying entities and relationships between entities in
Twitter has not been studied yet.

Our research closes this gap and focuses on finding relationships in and be-
tween tweets based on entities in order to provide a medium where users can
easily navigate through the information network by facets or easily see and ac-
cess relevant content for what they are interested. For this reason, we need to
understand the semantics of tweets in order to infer recommendations and sup-
port user navigation. However, Twitter posts are limited to 140 characters only.
Identifying entities, and moreover relating entities, via Twitter messages is thus
a non-trivial problem. In order to facilitate the identification of entities within
tweets, we enrich Twitter messages by mapping them to related news articles [2].
We then apply different strategies to learn relationships between entities within
tweets as well as news. Our main focus is directed at determining whether re-
lations can be discovered from Twitter messages or whether some enrichment
is needed, rather than finding the optimal strategy for relation learning. Fur-
thermore, we analyze the validity of the discovered relations over time in order
to distinguish which entities are related at a given time, and thus provide the
most interesting and relevant content at the appropriate time. Our work, hence,
involves engineering of a relation discovery framework which can be utilized for
building useful applications such as browsing or recommendation support. The
main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

– We implement a framework for discovering relationships between entities
based on Twitter. Our framework extracts typed entities from enriched
tweets/news and provides strategies for detecting semantic (trending) re-
lationships between entities. Learnt relations provide a basis for improving
browsing and content exploration as well as content recommendations in
Twitter.

– Given a large dataset of more than 10 million tweets and 70,000 news arti-
cles4, we analyze and evaluate the framework and the different strategies for
detecting relationships. In particular, we:
• investigate the precision and recall of the relation detection strategies,

2 http://news.google.com/
3 http://emm.newsexplorer.eu/
4 We make our datasets publicly available via our supporting website [1]
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• analyze how the strategies perform for each type of relationships and
• evaluate the quality and speed for discovering trending relationships that

possibly have a limited temporal validity.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we will discuss related
research. In Section 3 we will explain the design dimensions of our Twitter-based
relation discovery framework and discuss different applications of the framework
(e.g. browsing support). A detailed analysis and evaluation of the framework
is presented in Section 4, before we discuss our main findings in Section 5 and
conclude in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Twitter is a new social network phenomenon that is attracting interest from dif-
ferent types of people all around the world for different purposes, e.g. politicians,
celebrities, journalists, scholars and the like. Over the last few years, Twitter has
shown an exponential growth and became the most popular micro-blogging site.
In line with this, there has been a growing interest in analyzing Twitter and it
effects from a variety of research communities.

A considerable amount of research on micro-blogging and especially on Twit-
ter focused on examining the user behavior and motivation for using Twitter [13,
6], as well as user intentions [9]. Some questioned the usability of Twitter espe-
cially for novice users [19], studied capturing comprehensive locality information
to be used for viewing tweets in the current local position of the mobile de-
vice [14], researched discovering and ranking fresh web sites using tweets [8],
investigated the social aspects of group polarization over time in Twitter [22],
while others exploited Twitter adoption and use in mass convergence and emer-
gency events [12]. Research on temporal dynamics and information propagation
on Twitter mostly focused on hashtags or observations of other sets of words in
the tweets [16, 17, 11, 20, 3]. We scrutinize validity of relations between entities
for given time periods and perform a temporal analysis of these relations.

Chen et al. [7] studied content recommendation in Twitter and found out
that both topic and social voting (or relevance) are important considerations.
They also observed that URLs extracted from the user’s close social group is
more successful than the most popular ones. Bernstein et al. developed Eddi,
a prototype of an interactive topic-based browsing interface for Twitter, after
observing how the users manage the incoming flood of updates in Twitter [4].
Their prototype interface groups the tweets of a user into topics mentioned
explicitly or implicitly, so that users can browse for tweets of interest by topic,
filtering out undesired topics. In summary, they simply categorize the tweets in
the feed of the user without using any semantics or natural language processing.
This approach, however, does not find the relations between the topics or perform
any recommendation of related topics. While this provides a means for browsing
through a user’s own feed by topics, our ambition is to infer relations between
entities in all tweets in order to present a list that contains the related entities
of the tweet of interest even outside of the user’s feed.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of the Twitter-based relation discovery framework.

Tweets are limited to 140 characters and are therewith too short to extract
meaningful semantics from them on their own. Furthermore, due to this limited
space, users tend to use abbreviations and short-form for words in order to save
space. This can only make things harder for inferring semantics from tweets.
Rowe et al. [21] mapped tweets to conference talks and exploited metadata of
the corresponding research papers to enrich the semantics of tweets to better
understand the semantics of the tweets published in conferences. Our approach
is somewhat similar to this, except we try to enrich the tweets not in a restricted
domain like scientific conference, but in general. For this reason we try to map
the Twitter posts we crawled with news articles on the Web over the same time
period, and learn relations between them. Marinho et al. [18] proposed a method
for collabulary learning which takes a folksonomy and domain-expert ontology
as input and performs semantic mapping to generate an enriched folksonomy.
An algorithm based on frequent itemsets is then applied to learn an ontology
over this enriched folksonomy. A similar approach is presented by Hotho et
al. [10] who exploit frequent itemsets to learn association rules from tagging
activities. We primarily exploit co-occurrence frequencies of entity pairs and
investigate whether Twitter messages in combination with news articles can be
exploited to learn relations between these entities. Learning such relationships
and structures in Twitter is important to countervail information overload in
Twitter and support browsing through Twitter information streams.

3 Framework for Learning Relations between Entities in
Twitter

Figure 1 visualizes our approach to discovering relationships between entities.
Given posts available in Twitter or the news media, our framework processes
these posts and performs two main steps: (1) entity extraction and semantic
enrichment and (2) relation discovery.
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The first step is described in [2] and allows for the detection of entities and
further semantics such as the entity type or the topic a post refers to. This
process results in a graph, which connects the semantically enriched resources
(tweets and news articles) with entities that are mentioned in the corresponding
resources. This graph can be represented via a triple G := (R,E, Y ), where R
and E are the set of resources and entities respectively and Y ⊆ E × R is a
relation between entities and resources, i.e. (e, r) ∈ Y if entity e is referenced
from resource r.

In the second step, the relation discovery strategies exploit this graph to
detect pairs of entities that have a certain type of relationship (relation type)
in a specific period of time (temporal constraints). Such relationships can be
defined as tuples:

Definition 1 (Relationship). Given two entities e1 and e2, a relationship be-
tween these entities is described via a tuple rel(e1, e2, type, tstart, tend, w), where
type labels the relationship, tstart and tend specify the temporal validity of the
relationship and w ∈ [0..1] is a weighting score that allows for specifying the
strength of the relationship.

The higher the weighting score w the stronger the relationship between e1
and e2. If two entities are not related then the weight is 0. Given the type of
relationships that should be learnt and (possibly) temporal constraints (tstart
and tend) that prescribe for what time period the strategy should seek for such
relationships, there exist two main design dimensions that influence the relation
discovery (see Fig. 1).

Source selection. The source selection strategy decides which parts of the
available data sources will be exploited when deducing relationships between
entities, i.e. it specifies the sub-graph spanned by G, which connects entities
and posts (see Fig. 1), that will be exploited to discover relationships. In this
paper, we differentiate between three different sources: (i) Twitter messages
(GT ), (ii) news articles (GN ) or (iii) a combination of both media (GC).

Weighting scheme. A core challenge of the relation discovery is to compute
the weight w, which expresses the strength of a relationship (see Defini-
tion 1). Those pairs of entities that are—according to the given type of
the relationship—strongly related should be weighted high while for rather
unrelated entities the weight should be low. In this paper, we utilize the
co-occurrence frequency of two entities as weighting scheme. Hence, given
a certain data source, we count the number of resources (tweets and/or
news articles), in which both entities e1 and e2 are mentioned: wco(e1, e2) =
|r ∈ R|(e1, r) ∈ Y ∧ (e2, r) ∈ Y |.

As depicted in Fig. 1, our Twitter-based relation discovery framework out-
puts semantic relationships between entities that support various applications.
For example, relationships between entities can, in combination with the enriched
data G, be applied to enable browsing support by linking to related tweets. Fur-
thermore, when people search in Twitter, our framework can identify entities
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mentioned in a keyword query and exploit relationships to other entities to pro-
vide query suggestions to the user. In addition to these applications, our relation
discovery framework can assist in building ontologies on the fly. As our frame-
work provides functionality to map entities to concepts of existing ontologies
such as DBpedia [5], learnt relationships can also be applied to complement and
enrich existing knowledge bases and schemata.

We implemented the relation discovery framework as a Java library using the
Twitter streaming API5 to monitor tweets, boilerpipe6 [15] for extracting the
main content of news articles from websites such as BBC or CNN and Open-
Calais7 for extracting entities from tweets and news articles respectively.

4 Evaluation of Strategies for Learning Relationships

Given the relation discovery framework introduced in the previous section, we
evaluate the performance of the different strategies and investigate the following
research questions.

1. Which media source (Twitter, News or a combination of both) allows for the
highest precision and recall in detecting relationships between entities?

2. Does the accuracy depend on the type of entities which are involved in a
relation that should be discovered, and, if so, for what type of relations is
the accuracy high/low?

3. How do the strategies perform for discovering relationships which have tem-
poral constraints, and how fast can the strategies detect (trending) relation-
ships?

4.1 Data Collection and Dataset Characteristics

To answer the above research questions, we applied the relation discovery frame-
work and monitored Twitter as well as news media over a period of two months
starting from 15 November 2010. Overall, we crawled more than 10 million tweets
and more than 70,000 news articles, which were published by prominent news
Web sites such as BBC, CNN and New York Times. Figure 2(a) shows the num-
ber of Twitter posts and news articles published during the observation period.
For news, the number of news articles published per day ranges between 100
and 1000 articles and follows rather characteristic patterns: on weekends the
number of articles decreases clearly. Regarding Twitter posts, we see that the
amount of tweets published each day is much higher and varies much stronger
(between 50,000 and 400,000). However, we could not detect correlations be-
tween weekdays/weekends and the number of Twitter messages posted on those
days. Two of the minima were caused by temporary unavailability of the Twitter
monitoring service.

5 http://dev.twitter.com/pages/streaming_api
6 http://code.google.com/p/boilerpipe/
7 http://www.opencalais.com/
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Fig. 2. Dataset characteristics: (a) the number of Twitter posts and news articles
published per day and (b) the number of entity references identified per day.

We processed all Twitter messages and news articles via our framework to
extract entities that are mentioned in the tweets and news respectively. The
number of entity references per day that we obtained by this extraction process
is depicted in Figure 2(b). It is interesting to see that the amount of entity
references observed in Twitter (approximately 10,000-100,000 references per day)
is higher than for the News (approximately 5,000-20,000 references per day), but
does not differ as strongly as for the number tweets/articles published each day.
In fact, it is much harder to detect entities in short Twitter messages than news
articles. For more than 40% of the processed tweets, we could not detect any
entity while for 99.3% of the news articles we succeeded in detecting at least
one entity. Hence, news articles seem to be a more valuable source for detecting
entities than tweets. This observation gives our approach of exploiting news for
detecting relations among entities mentioned in Twitter the first justification.

However, do the entities mentioned in Twitter overlap with those mentioned
in news articles? To answer this question, we measured the overlap of entities
that occur in both the Twitter media and the news media. For the given pe-
riod, we observe that 72.6% of the top 1000 mentioned entities in Twitter are
mentioned in the news media as well. This observation further validates the feasi-
bility of considering news articles to detect relations between entities mentioned
in Twitter and vice versa.

Figure 3 lists the number of distinct entities we observed in Twitter for the
39 different entity types. Persons, locations and organizations were mentioned
most often, followed by movies, music albums, sport events and political events.
In our analysis, we investigate the discovery of relationships between these en-
tities. Moreover, we analyze specific types of relations such as relationships be-
tween persons and locations or organizations and events in detail. The complete
list of those relation types that we analyzed in detail can be obtained via the
supporting website [1].
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4.2 Methodology, Metrics and Ground Truth

The relation detection task can be interpreted as a ranking problem. Given the
dataset described above, the relation detection strategies have to rank entity
pairs (of given types) so that those pairs, which are truly related (at a specific
point in time) appear at the top of the ranking. We obtained the corresponding
ground truth of true relationships (i) via DBpedia [5] and (ii) via a user study.

To utilize DBpedia—the structured representation of Wikipedia—as ground
truth, we mapped entities to their corresponding DBpedia resources by exploit-
ing the DBpedia lookup service8. We considered a given entity pair (e1, e2) as
related if e1 referenced or mentioned e2 in one of its properties (e.g. in the full
text description) or vice versa. However, for more than 35% of the entities we
could not retrieve appropriate DBpedia URIs, for example, because these entites
were not mentioned in DBpedia (yet). Therefore, we also conducted a user study
to complement the DBpedia-based ground truth.

In our user study, we asked PhD students from our group to judge whether
two entities, for which a relationship was detected by one of the tested strategies,
are really related on a four-point scale: “not related or unknown”, “rather not
related”, “rather related” and “related”. Overall, we obtained 1294 judgments.
62.6% of the relationships were rated as “related” and were therefore considered
as ground truth. We further asked the participants to judge whether a relation-
ship is valid at a specific period in time. For example, whether they think that
“Jullian Assange (person) and London (city)” or “Bill Clinton (person) and pres-
idential election (political event)” are related during a certain time-frame (one
week). Given such temporal constraints, 57.3% of the relations were classified as
related.

Given the ground truth, we measured the quality of the relation discovery
strategies by means of the following information retrieval metrics.

8 http://dbpedia.org/lookup
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of different relation discovery strategies based on (a) ground truth
obtained from the user study and (b) ground truth obtained from DBpedia (more than
5,000 relations).

MRR The MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) indicates at which rank the first true
relationship occurs on average.

P@k Precision at rank k (P@k) represents the average proportion of true rela-
tionships within the top k.

R@k Recall at rank k (R@k) is the number of true relationships, which are
listed within the top k, divided by the number of known true relationships.

F@k F-measure at rank k (F@k) is the harmonic mean of R@k and P@k.

4.3 Results

To answer the first research question, we summarize the accuracies of the dif-
ferent strategies in Figure 4. For both test settings – user study and predic-
tion of relationships in DBpedia – we see that by combining the Tweet-based
and News-based strategies (Tweet+News-based), we achieve higher precision. In
particular, the Tweet+News-based strategy performs better with respect to the
mean reciprocal rank (MRR), P@5 and P@10. The results from the user study
(Figure 4(a)) reveal that the Tweet-based strategy performs slightly better than
the news-based strategy regarding MRR. However, the precision of the Tweet-
based strategy decreases stronger than the precision of the News-based strategy
when k is increased. In fact, this observation is influenced by the number of can-
didate relationships: all strategies are based on the co-occurrence of entities and,
as tweets are limited to 140 characters in length, we observe that the probabil-
ity of co-occurring entities is smaller in Twitter. For example, for relationships
between persons and political events the probability that such entities co-occur
in a tweet of our Twitter dataset is 0.00025, which results in 146 co-occurring
persons-event candidate pairs. In contrast, the news corpus features a probability
of 0.32 and 7893 person-event co-occurrences in total. Hence, the consideration
of news promises to detect further relationships and therewith can potentially
increase recall.

Figure 5 confirms this hypothesis. With respect to recall (R@10) and F-
measure, the News-based strategy performs (32%) significantly better than the
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Fig. 6. Accuracy of different types of relations: (a) relations of persons or groups with
events, locations and products and (b) relations between entities that are of the same
type.

Tweet-based strategy (see Figure 5(a)). By exploiting both tweets and news, we
achieve even higher performances regarding recall (with 36%) and F-measure
(with 45%). Figure 5(b) further illustrates how the F-measure performs at dif-
ferent ranking levels. While the F-measure of the Tweet-based strategy saturates
quickly, the F-measure of the Tweet+News-based strategy increases and contin-
uously achieves higher F-measure than the other strategies. We conclude that
by combining both tweets and news articles, we achieve the best performance
(regarding recall, precision and F-measure) in discovering typed relationships
among entities – which answers the first research question raised at the begin-
ning of this section.

Figure 6 depicts the accuracy of the Tweet+News-based strategy for specific
types of relations and allows us to answer the second research question. To bet-
ter visualize the results, we grouped the different types of relations into more
abstract classes. For example, Person/Group-Event relationships cover relations
between persons and political events, persons and sport events, organizations
and sport events, et cetera. Figure 6(a) shows the precisions for inferring re-
lationships between persons or groups and (i) events, (ii) locations (including
cities or countries) and (iii) products (including movies or music albums). It is
interesting to see that the Tweet+News-based strategy discovers relationships
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Fig. 7. Temporal aspects: (a) difference in accuracy between news-based and tweet-
based strategies for relations with/without temporal constraints and (b) time difference
between news-based and tweet-based strategies in detecting certain relations.

between persons/groups and events with higher precision—0.92 and 0.87 re-
garding P@10 and P@20—than people’s relations to products (0.23 and 0.26)
or locations (0.73 and 0.6). The good performance in the context of events can
be explained by the nature of tweets and news articles, which are exploited to
detect the relationships. Both media are centered around news events [16] which
makes them a good source for inferring relationships between events and other
entities.

Figure 6(b) shows that relationships between two events can also be discov-
ered with high precision, followed by relations between locations (e.g. countries
and cities, natural features and countries). For relationships among products
(e.g. mobile devices and operating systems), the Tweet+News-based detection
strategy performs better than for relationships between people, for which we ob-
serve the lowest performance (0.1 for P@10). However, in the context of relations
between people, Twitter seems to be a much more reliable source. The Tweet-
based strategy achieves, for example, a precision of 0.4 (P@10) for inferring
relationships between persons and music groups while the News-based strategy
allows for only 0.1 (P@10). One reason for this performance difference is the
number of distinct entities that co-occur in a news article or Twitter message.
On average, each news article contains 19.3 entities while a Twitter message
allows for the identification of, on average, less than 1.8 entities. Intuitively, one
can thus interpret these observations as follows: if two entities co-occur in a
tweet then there is a high chance that there exists also a relationship between
these entities (e.g. in DBpedia).

Some relationships have temporal constraints. Relations between persons and
organizations or persons and locations might be valid or trending only for a cer-
tain period in time. For example, in December 2010, London and Julian Assange,
the founder of WikiLeaks, were highly related, because Assange was under arrest
in London at that time. The identification of such trending relationships could
improve topic-based Twitter and news exploration interfaces. Figure 7(a) illus-
trates that Twitter is more appropriate for inferring relationships, which have
temporal constraints, than the news media. The Tweet-based strategy improves
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precision (P@5) by 22.7% in comparison with the News-based strategy, which
in turn performs slightly better—with respect to P@5 and P@10—for detecting
relationships without temporal constraints.

For the identification of trending relationships, it is further interesting to
know which source of information allows for fast discovery of relationships. Fig-
ure 7(b) shows that particularly relationships between persons and movies or
music albums emerge much faster (14.7 and 5.1 days respectively) in Twitter
than in the traditional news media.

5 Discussion

Our results prove the feasibility of learning relationships between entities based
on Twitter messages. However, we observed that the Tweet-based strategy achieves
poorer results, with respect to the precision within the top k, when we increase
the k value, while more stable behavior was noticed by the News-based strat-
egy under the same conditions. On the other hand, the high MRR value for the
Tweet-based strategy suggests that if two entities do co-occur in such a limited-
size space, then there is a higher probability of strong correlation between them.
This statement, however, does not apply to news articles where there are more
identified entities on average than for tweets. Therefore, a strategy that combines
the news and tweets to increase the probability of identifying entities, and then
looking at their co-occurrence frequency to detect more relations, namely the
Twitter+News-based strategy, takes the best out of the two in order to produce
the highest performance (recall/precision) for discovering relations.

We described already one application of this relationship discovery in our
motivations: content exploration in Twitter. When a user is reading a tweet,
we can provide a list of entities that are related to the entities in the current
tweet with the aid of our learnt relations. This allows users to follow a link in a
chosen category (entity type) that they want to explore more, facilitating faceted
browsing. For example, given a single Twitter message that mentions a person,
learnt relationships link events, organizations or products related to this person
and can thus be used to explore related content.

Having identified the best strategy and the media source for detecting rela-
tions between entities, we further investigated whether the accuracy varied de-
pending on the entity and relation types. We observed that our Twitter+News-
based strategy performs well in detecting relations between events and other
types of entities, but not so well for relationships among persons. We see one
possible explanation in the disambiguities in some of the typed entities, espe-
cially with synonymous entity values. For example, we observed cases where the
same person was identified in different ways in the Person entity, such as “Barack
Obama”, “Obama”, “Mr. Obama” and “President Obama”. The co-occurrence-
based strategies treat each of these representations as individual entities without
merging them.

On the other hand, we can see from the results that relations among events
and among locations can be discovered with high success. Such relations can be
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used to suggest further sources of information to a user who is reading up on an
event in order to point them in the direction of related events. For example, a user
viewing a tweet about the “Grammy Awards” to be held in Los Angeles on the
13th February might be interested to read about the “Academy Awards”, which
will happen later that month in the same city. Providing trending relations as a
separate “list of suggestions” to the user would also enhance browsing means and
the ability to access (interesting/desired) information when the information is
still relevant. For this reason, we examined the quality and speed for discovering
relationships with temporal dynamics in order to evaluate our strategies with
media sources to eventually find trending relations. Tweet-based strategy was
observed to perform highly in detecting relations with temporal validity both in
terms of precision and speed when compared with the News-based strategy.

Our analysis of how fast we can discover relations further showed that the
source of information first comes out in tweets, before it appears in the news
especially for certain types of relations, e.g. Person-Movie, Person-MusicAlbum,
Product-OperatingSystem and Person-PoliticalEvent. A possible explanation for
Twitter’s considerable speed and accuracy in finding “trending topics” over news
media could be explained by comparing the number and frequency of tweets to
that of the news articles posted, as was shown in Figure 2(a). Another expla-
nation for this could be the fact that Twitter is used as a tool for fast commu-
nication, where news media is mostly for information broadcasting/reporting.
Looking at the graph in Figure 2(a), one can see that there is more of a regular
pattern for the news articles, while the number of tweets are more irregular, sug-
gesting that they vary according to the current trend(s) more so than the day of
the week. Therefore, there is no surprise that Tweet-based strategy has better
performance in detecting relations with temporal validity. This also describes
why relations types such as Company-Product, Person-City and Company-City
are detected faster with news media than Twitter. These relations are long-term
relations in general with less temporal constraints in the relation.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a framework for discovering relationships between
entities mentioned in microblog posts published on Twitter. Our framework ex-
tracts entities from Twitter messages, allows for further enrichment by exploiting
traditional news media and provides different strategies for detecting typed re-
lationships that moreover may have temporal constraints. Our analysis revealed
that the consideration of news articles improves recall and precision of the rela-
tion discovery clearly. Furthermore, the accuracy depends strongly on the type of
relationships that should be learnt: while relations among persons are fairly dif-
ficult to detect, relationships between persons and events can be discovered with
high precision of more than 80%. For detecting relationships that have a limited
temporal validity, Twitter-based strategies outperform News-based strategies by
more than 20% regarding precision (P@5). Further, by exploiting Twitter it is
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possible to discover certain types of trending relationships faster than by con-
sidering traditional news media.

Relations learnt by our relation discovery framework allow for supporting
topic-based content exploration in Twitter and can be applied to suggest key-
words when querying for Twitter content. Moreover, relationships can be ex-
ploited to enrich and complement existing ontologies, for example, by exploiting
the linkage to DBpedia entities as provided by our framework. The relation
discovery framework can also be used for engineering content recommendation
applications. Studying the performance of these applications is part of our future
work.
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